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Abstract:
Issue about culture articulation as if fuse with urgency to built character which
oriented nationalistically to integrated locality through subject democratization. I this
context the consequence will be on how local culture with its specific historicity is
pulled toward national spirit. This understanding certainly placed locality formation
into inferiority space and its presence to legitimate national power. At the same time
local movement as though work with its whole dynamic energy in subject culture selfconsciousness that rooted to local spirit as the origin of tradition is appearing drag
one’s feet to present its contemporary. Particularly, when mainstream power eroded
space of culture presence. And precisely it is trapped to build articulation lane by
placing it into global capitalism networking. Especially, through the making of mass
culture consciousness that oriented to plurality standardize. The presence of culture
articulation as differ from the mass now is framed into authentic representation spirit
with local root that at the same time is meant as spectacle of postcolonial entity. This
issue will be the main focus from this essay with build analysis about contemporary
Using youth ethnic in placing themselves into local culture articulation. At this point,
researcher concerns the existence of youth spirit to present in articulation culture
movement which is appeared in spectacle space and at the same time in space of
cultural commodity contestation. Meanwhile, youth subject is placed as oriented to
technological and contemporary. This is intentionally spaced because of culture politic
in Banyuwangi by directing local culture as local commodity which can be contested
globally. This issue discursively will bring the local culture articulation problem as
rituality of local commodity spectacle for the sake of the local return presence with
political economy transformation.
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Abstrak:
Isseu tentang artikulasi kebudayaan seakan melebur dengan kemendesakan membangun
karakter yang berorientasi secara nasionalistik untuk menyatukan lokalitas melalui
demokratisasi subyek. Dalam kontek ini konsekuensi yang dihendaki ialah bagaimana
kebudayaan lokal dengan kesejarahan spesifiknya ditarik pada semangat nasional.
Pengertian ini secara pasti telah menempatkan formasi lokalitas kedalam ruang inferior
dan kehadirannya untuk melegitimasi kekuasaan nasional. Disaat bersamaan gerak yang
lokal seakan berjalan dengan seluruh energi dinamisnya dalam kesadaran diri subjek
kebudayaan yang berakar pada semangat lokal sebagai asal-usul adat tampak terseok
dalam menghadirkan kekiniannya. Terutama ketika arus utama kekuasaan mengikis
ruang kehadiran kebudayaan. Dan justru terjebak untuk membangun jalur artikulasi
dengan menempatkannya ke dalam jejering kapitalism global. Khususnya melalui
penciptaan kesadaran budaya massa yang berorientasi menyeragamkan kemajemukan.
Kehadiran artikulasi kebudayaan sebagai pembeda dari yang massal kini dibingkai dalam
semangat representasi autentik dengan akar lokalistik yang secara bersamaan
dimaksudkan sebagai tontonan entitas poskolonial. Issue inilah yang hendak menjadi
fokus utama dari essay ini, dengan membangun analisis tentang kekinian kaum muda
Using dalam menempatkan dirinya melalui artikulasi kebudayaan lokal. Dititik ini
peneliti mengedepankan adanya semangat kaum muda untuk hadir dalam gerak artikulasi
kebudayaan yang ditampilkan dalam ruang tontonan, sekaligus ruang kontestasi
komoditas kebudayaan. Sedangkan subyek kaum muda diletakkan sebagai yang
berorientasi teknologis dan berkekinian. Hal ini yang sengaja diruangkan oleh politik
kebudayaan di Banyuwangi dengan mengarahkan budaya lokal sebagai komoditas lokal
yang dapat dipertarungkan secara global. Issue ini secara diskursif hendak membawa
persoalan artikulasi kebudayaan lokal sebagai ritualitas komoditas tontonan demi
kehadiran kembali yang lokal dengan transformasi ekonomi politik.
Keywors: Artikulasi Kebudayaan, Poskolonialitas, Kaum Muda Using
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Why does articulation become urgent to discuss? Is this urgently only exist in contemporary
situation or there is a problem that can be refer from its own articulation history? Who has right and
quite likely appear in articulation space? Is there any special criteria in articulation perform by
subjects? Those questions become starting point in investigating subject’s presence and their cultural
articulation.
To present articulation by appearing its contemporary from cultural space is a situation how
subject exist him/herself with the whole complexity of fight and bet which have consequences
consider nonexistent. Nonexistent in this context refer to the stifling of subject voice by making the
same it through mass presence. So, when the mass replace subject authenticity condition, who is
represent it?
Subjects not represent what concretely exists into empirical reality. Through subject and in
their everyday life, history is formed with its mode of production space. Subjects refer to whom
which different in and is performed unilateral by elite knowledge. Without give space for the return

of subjects, the elite continues to form subjects as a mass crowd and are positioned passively into a
crowd that watch power presence in elite rituality and in cultural rituality for power legitimating.
The mass is not more than a creative effort of elite to unite mass power as theirs and operate
for them. In another side, elite forms particular boundary for the mass to be recognized as the mass.
That is a boundary which is able to be a preference for subjects and unite their self to the mass.
Through social formation and knowledge and is followed by power operation, subjects attached
themselves to the mass. The mass is a representation from subjects which are different and unlimited.
Articulation and Mass Representation: A Methodology Consequence
By building methodological framework and to operate theoretical imagination which shaped
reality formation with subject’s character, the writers started theoretical reading through cultural turn
concept that is referred to Gramsci’s idea3. In introducing concept about men as a concrete and
thinking through knowledge framework and placed themselves into space and social position. All
men are intellectuals, one could therefore say : but not all men have in society the function of
intellectuals4.
Gramsci will placed men position as exist in social situation and historicity by affirming
Marx’s conception: “Man make their own history, but they do not make it just as they please; but
under circumstances directly encountered, given and transmitted from the past”5. Concept of man is
important in understanding how him presence is always being formed in concrete social relation and
historic. Mode of production which is oriented to transform material and present it become a shape
of commodity which moved dialectically is part of man existent. While, his existent directly faced
through mode of production by presenting the social as regulate and order on how individuality is
moved through introduce values which embedded into commodity and on how values become a
mean to converse transformation result that later is shaped in money.
The reading of Marx’s dialectical frame that is appeared as politic, especially in Lenin’s work6,
is intended political strategy to reach revolution. That is a strategy which is started by achievement
of the mass and creates revolutionary blocs by joining radical bourgeois. The problem arises from
this context, particularly in the condition of state that is still governed by feudal regime that center on
land ruling and direct ruling peasant subject and labor peasant. In another side, ruling mode which
exist on crisis situation, particularly in force sustainability in the middle of political constellation
increase and emerge revolutionary progressive force for the mass, need strategic steps and tactic to
represent the mass. For Lenin, direct ruling certainly will be faced with rebellion and the limitation
of revolution means, therefore built revolution bloc with bourgeois radical can accelerate the reach of
feudal forces overthrow. By the end of feudal regime power, it is needed ruling model through
proletariat dictator which is translated as a phase to escort communist revolution with a way of
parliament revolution that rooted to mass labor force with their revolutionary consciousness.
The strategy that is developed by Lenin become part of capitalism reproduction reading which
he mentioned as Imperialism through networks monopolistic enterprises and circulation monetary
system in banking. Through political-economy model which oriented imperialistically, capitalist
state will always develop it’s mode of production to others state by shaping monopoly and capital
3
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ownership oligarchy networks. In another conception, Lenin Imperialism model called as inequality
and reproduction that is combined in Trotsky’s language7. Those ideas of Lenin and Trotsky are used
to reach Bolshevik revolution in Rusia.
In another side, arise debate between Lenin’s doctrine of mass formation, especially on
reductionist that assumed class polarization and revolution that happened from itself. This idea is
developed by Eduard Bernstein8. It is become intricate to imagine how mass concept which is
arranged materially and dialectically operates reductively. The weakness of reductionism conception
opposed firmly by Rosa Luxemburg9 by carrying authentic mass consciousness concept which then
is arranged through dialectic frame on materiality and social space that place the mass. Therefore, the
mass has self consciousness about when and how revolution has to be done. The formation of mass
attack spontaneity happened when there is empirical condition that is realized massively.
At this point, Lenin and Trotsky deliver a strategy in creating mass consciousness by making
class or technically translated as revolutionary party which able to push the mass for having
consciousness. Meanwhile, the consciousness that is formed oriented to leaded mass revolution. It is
different with Rosa’s mass conception that prioritizes relational authentic consciousness where the
mass is individual networking in work space and has self consciousness to create spontaneity
revolutionary action.
The mass debate had formed Gramsci’s point of view, especially concern on how party
leadership which is weaken by Stalin who only oriented to build Socialist State without care for mass
development and networking internationally. Gramsci’s critic located to what had been considered
by Marx, that is, reproduction of relation of production that not only oriented to pacify the course of
modal accumulation but create imbalance unequally. But this condition later did not make the mass
takes side on social revolution but precisely takes side to pacify it social position. Gramsci’s
experiences on party leadership formation and active mass movement and is arranged not only based
on production which is imagined mechanistically but to create cultural formation that enable
materiality to be moved socially.
The problem then is placed on the framework of how the actively mass exist in relation of
mode production but in another side the mass is shaped through leadership. This problem was
introduced by Marx dan Enggels in The German Ideology10. For Gramsci, the problem no longer is
placed on how ideology is created and is operated but on the creation of character and ideological
leadership which able to make the mass obeys behavior order in the world.
Leadership no longer becomes Weberian charismatic character that able to move the mass
mythological and relation which have the quality of non-rational11. But in cultural leadership, it
appears consciousness movement way that material and can give fulfillment of material needs. This
understanding bring to how leadership able to give space on practical and be oriented to cultural
where this leadership model may become justification in theoretical frame of hegemony practice.
Hegemony enables a leadership that can create consciousness in the meaning of social group
unity and justify mass practice on individuality. Through hegemonic leadership character,
individuality diversity is appeared embed to a whole action of the leader in making mass subjective
to be his owns. In this context, mass problem and mass movement will be carrying to somewhere
become important to be realized, especially on how this leadership is able to create think order on
7
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practice and movement of ruler domination upon the mass until on how the model and strategy to
against it.
Gramsci’s Cultural Turn placed the mass framework in various cultural space, social practice,
relation of production and consumption, and form also its various determinant. The concept of
“order” and “mode” become specific in the using of hegemony concept where “order” refer to
intellectuality dialectical knowledge unity. While “mode” refer to how the movement of means of
production emerge and is operated to transform social relation.
Gramsci developed Praxis Philosophy conception which methodologically able to be applied
in Sociology dimension12. It particularly placed man as a part of hegemony practice completely
presence and is formed with praxis through knowledge in social context where praxis is done.
Hegemony practice completely presence signed the existence of social spaces that are shaped
specifically through various determination.
The concept then is arranged structurally by Althusser as Marxism Structuralist frame model13.
This framework adopted social space completely presence determinably culminate to its various or
later called over determinant and finally return to economic as the basis of relation of production.
This affirmation from Althuser is meant to anticipate various social structure and social space
context that is supposed to be separated and can operate by itself without mode of production which
is formed and related in capitalism system. In this Alhusserian conception, society is arranged
through ideological structure that able to create unconsciousness. And this structure also able to
interpolates or summon subject presence. The conception later, that is arranged ideological and
repressive.
The work of repressive in presenting the subject with its order structurally able to position
subject as only a part that his presence is formed ideological repressively. And subject is forced to
face various social structure content that its wholeness is connected become ideological system. This
ideological accumulatively arrange whole variety become total unity by shaping internal
contradiction or contradiction in structure order content. While subject is exist through internal
contradiction that interpolates him.
The Althusserian way of thinking creates methodological frames multiplicity. First, the placing
of mass as an internal contradiction group and subject become only as a part that had been
interpolated. Meanwhile, the repressive that later is appeared as an interpolation by subject, it is what
orally and textually represent way of ideology presence itself. The completely presence of hegemony
in social structure order that is language in oral and textual turn to formation system which enable its
presence become exist or is vanished.
Later, subject presents vertically dominative in social-architectural space. In the presence,
subject is shaped by ideological formation that appear as repressive and hegemonic force regime
with the creation various social space and various subjectivity that is formed as mutually surveillance
to form disciplinary and docility in dispositive. This become Foucault;s way to develop archeology
of knowledge conception and the presence of subject14.
Subject in theoretical discourse structure will appear universally and empirical contextuality
dimension only become a differ. These emerge from how the mass is projected into disciplinary and
competition area for leadership presence that hegemonic. This conception appears to have its
discontinuity particularly on crack of how to represent social space which specifically different with
had happened in Europe.
12
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Cultural space simultaneity which embed with colonial presence is a part which is talked so
much by Marx, Lenin ataupun Trotsky. Therefore, creation of mass which universally able to unify
in Anti Capitalism-Colonialism and Imperialism ideological movement become zest from mass
which is vanished by mode of production where the existence only positioned as labor that passively
will operate through culture formation which is center in Europe. Non-European mass that culturally
has different character with the European discursively is formed in European culture structural
formation. And what is objectified as outside Europe arbitrary is arranged appropriate with European
self- interest.
India as a little part of cultural space which is formed by Europe-centrist zest become
interesting, to see the appearing of colonial subject in elite and mass contestation. Ranajit Guha
represented India’s mass as is formed in domination without hegemonic formation15. This conception
started from formation of the mass which is arranged structurally and referred to mass differentiation
which consequence to elite formation. Elite refer to Europe subjectivity formation that is represented
through administrative colonial leadership character, that was character which represented the whole
region and colonial cultural entity that then is conceptualized as National elite which represented
regional and cultural locality16. The existence of elite which contested his domination in compete for
the mass, it formed mass in its crack into how the cultural is sustained and how the cultural is
operated as a part of daily life complexity.
Mass in colonial space become mass which flow in elite power space, especially on how the
mass is voiced and objectified through elite’s voice and attitude17. Meanwhile, in another side,
historicity and colonial character only exists through elite. The problem arise when colonial elite
faced with European, what kind of strategic and tactic that will be used by colonial elite to move the
mass? And how is about the mass subjectivity inside?
Cultural articulation which is formed through elite spatiality is the beginning point of
methodological framework searching. Subject whose presence melt in mass presence is appeared
become homogeneous and without authentic historicity. Mass is formed in the will and elite power
formation which will push it into a world with elite cultural formation. This has consequence to elite
and mass relation model that created homogeneity which formed friction inside, struggle and crack
in mass subjectivity. This placed on how elite created separated poles and pull the mass into rotation
of pole’s fight. The appearance of dominant elite supposed of the seized mass and formed mass to
take sides to aim which is offered, continue to the mass which is imagined become force that could
be called its presence when elite wish for it18. The conception is imagined formed the difference
between exist, that will be existed and the maker of existence. Meanwhile, exist in this understanding
is placed in region which continually appropriate changing with the change of social relation.
Changing context and imagination of direction and formation are articulated continuously by
elite and mass. Elite appeared as unify in daily and political direction is formed for the mass. While,
cultural space presence of mass is compressed and changing presence that is existed by its material
condition. In this context is the presence of another world shadow in different elite. It means that to
unite the mass with world shadow and strategy of world achievement will be different when it placed
into mass everyday life with subject’s complexity and subjectivity. At the same time, this end up
with the failure of elite to formed direction which can be articulated totally for the mass.
15
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Cultural articulation for subject embedded as private and public. In this meaning, mass formed
itself as had relation dialectically to materiality and subject historicity that then are appeared through
the social until it formed consciousness and unconsciousness space for subject. This understanding
delivers on how cultural articulation is a part of subjectivity presence in placing subject as the mass.
Subject who is imagined will direct to elitist poles that only follow elite then is appeared as a subject
who has formation into the shaping of active and subjective cultural articulation.
Subaltrenity: About Mass Subjektivity and Individuation Consciousness Intensification
Contemporary is historicity presence space which articulately able to appear in front of subject.
At the same time, the presence history which vanish others shouted to become the dominant in
contemporary. Meanwhile, others are silent, unvoiced, and did not have a chance to presence. Their
presences only absorbed and melt that they cannot be recognized as exist and present in
contemporary history.
Subaltren subject as is appeared in history only placed as socially has position. Self-subject that
exists in a shape of relation of production moves social formation and intensively is represented by
elite. Subaltren subject is positioned in non-exist identity19, a conceptualization which is complicated
to be imagined to operate. Precisely in this point, it enables to start by referring to subject,
particularly on how subject placed and talked about the self. Subject as non-elite placed the self as a
part of that is arranged and neatly look also closed when it represented. When subject said about
what and who is the self, preference that is used will always lend to outside the self.
Non elite is embedded into the mass, meanwhile the mass is built upon social subject positions
heterogeneity. Youth are placed as exist in mass and specifically, youth in this article is meant to
discuss cultural articulation which is presented by educated youth, those who socially and
structurally able to take education. Education is seen as a part of how ideology massively is incepted
to form mass docility in elite social formation. Subject exist and being existent through ideology
which transform the self as utility object.
In transformative movement, subject exist in non-exist past time situation which are authentic
and empiric also exist in the future that utopia imaginative that happened precisely through thinking
process. Through creation framework model which is arranged by elite and empower discipline of
body and knowledge to walk on projected street, that precisely make subject has distance of himself
and his origin and become docile subject. The docility is appeared on how subject present in social
spaces and voice his position with change and by changing his identity.
From words which voicing about origin, as: “I am a Javanese live in Banyuwangi”, I am a
Javanese who have to learn Using culture”, “I am an Using-Javanese because my mom is an Using
and my father is a Javanese”, “I am rural Using” are concepts which discursively placed subject
into nothingness that able to determine what is and where will social position subject go. Through
the resistance, affirmation, comparative and spatiality, mass subjectivity performs contradictive
presence formation. By celebrating subalternity which has locality powered, subject will melt
himself among the mass by playing into difference of others.
The celebration of local in this context formed what is conceptualized as individuation
consciousness intensification20 or to present the changing of social structural society as cultural
19
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evolution in subject space. When subject is arranged through subalternity, evolutive reference which
placed self-subject and cultural root is not only happened outside subject. Genetically, subjectivity
problem touch on how is culture becomes a part that inherited and intensively creates individuation
space.
Preference and articulation space have position and structure that faced each others in
cultural orbit which is formed through elitism orientation that is performed as separate from subject.
In another side, this elitist space will perform it force as operate to form mode of production and
cultural articulation space. Each elites and force era strive for appearing as a determinant by
modification new cultural pattern. Cultural mingled is not understood purely as something unites
substantially because the idea of values strengthens which is materialized in competition amongst
cultures. Individuation consciousness intensification which is articulated by subject is present as
cultural exponential, a kind of culture ruling and descendant in certain level. Nevertheless, in another
side, it faced with adaptation as sustainable adjustment of others culture and new mutation. And
cultural subject practice mutates and transmits to form new practices which more openness to
contestation and modification.
Problem of strengthen and sustainable culture cannot detach from individuation
consciousness intensification that genetically orientation, that the cultural always embed into
generation identity of hereditary line which is affirmed in subject blood21. For instance, in one of
cultural development formation that worked through tradition for generations which is closed
disposition by mean only descendant or pure bloods that can execute and sustain it. Therefore, it
needs subject’s existential consciousness in cultural practice to inherit the importance of perpetuate
his own culture which furthermore build pride and self-esteem assumptions individually and socially
as a way of life. These mean, cultural practices always refer to subject ability to sustain culture.
In this context, there arise subject articulation problem related to individuation
consciousness intensification when face with the pure bloods and mingled bloods which root to
formation of practical mass as cultural agents and spectator mass in complex cultural space. Pure
blood subjects genetically face their subjectivity with others pure bloods who responsible for cultural
heritage that is similar or different. Nevertheless, there are potencies and wider space to face mingled
blood subjects who enter the system that later able to adapt and even transform values of old
culture22. Therefore, cultural practice of mingled blood subjects emerge new values that may
different from the origin culture and establish new design culture.
The process mobilizes whole ability pure blooded subjects and mingled blood subjects in
forming cultural identity for the battle and competition or cultural modification in a system.
Therefore, the origin of pure culture and how it is modified or transformed present adaptive practice
where genetic basis become important23. Young generation as cultural heir generation and its
articulation begin dialectic set from genetic existence that formed cultural preference. Through those
youth zest, mass position, elite, and cultural is determined. For instance, several Banyuwangi’s
young informants were telling their cultural preference basically were passed by referring origin,
21
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heredity as identification process which then emerged as a long path cultural practices. Complexity
arises not only from mingled blood generations but also from pure blood generations that faced
cultural determination which is different in the different environment.
“ya waktu pertama aneh soalnya kan cenderung kalau yang dari Jawa ke Using itu
yang Jawa itu biasa ndak begitu agak kasar tapi kalau yang agak ke Usingnya itu
agak kasar dikit jadi agak shock. Kulturalnya itu agak kasar. Pertama itu
penyesuaiannya itu ndak langsung ngerti bahasanya. Ada beberapa bahasa
Banyuwangi itu yang kadang ngerti kadang nggak, ya salah tafsir juga pernah. Abis
itu bahasanya dicampur buk, Jawa tapi logatnya pake Using.” (Deky)
(Well, for the first time it was weird because there was tendency if from Java to Using
that Java usually did not too rude but if rather to Using a little bit more rudeness so it
was somewhat shocking. The culture is rather rude. First for the adaptation, did not
understand the language. There were several Banyuwangi’s languages that seldom
understand or did not understand, yes, ever misinterpretation. After that ,the language
was mixed, Mam, Java but the dialect used Using.”) (Deky)
“kalau saya Using logatnya Jawa. Eh, nggak ding tapi.” (Uci)
(I am Using with Java dialect. Eh, but it is not really.” (Uci)
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Deky and Yunda were subjects who experienced individual mutation with mingled bloods
which symbolized the difference between Java and Using. For Deky, self recognizing to new culture
faced into identity formation and cultural attribute which will always appear as the total and singular.
Precisely, problem of individuation intensification refer to identity cultural formation by elite. In
several things, individuation consciousness intensification placed subject in cultural articulation
through mutation of cultural patterns.
Meanwhile, Uci as Using pure blood mutated to Javanese cultural pattern which formed
cultural preference doubt in her identity. Using people that confessed to use Java dialect that then
negate the Java-ness in her temporally experience. Deky doubt his Using cultural preference which
not so long is acknowledged as his cultural identity. And Yunda recognized herself as a rude Using.
All of them chose to use Javanese language and Bahasa Indonesia outside Banyuwangi, once and
seldom used Using language with friends from Banyuwangi that used Using language in Jember. It is
not easy to recognize the struggle of cultural preference in subject articulation because it’s dynamic
nature which finally form distance in subject consciousness.
Pure and mingled blood young generations arouse those distance in cultural articulation
space through self positioning inside the mass which exist in intersection or spectator mass.
Particularly in seeing how those positioning were arranged by cultural agents –in this context are
artists- and elite. Individuation consciousness intensification is related to subject affirmation and
preference about culture. Nevertheless, how did individual consciousness process work in pressures
and elite power structural knot? Or how subject able to recognize the root and cultural historicity
which are indoctrinated to be accepted as taken for granted from artists and elite? Did artists and
elite appear as the same force?
A Banyuwangi youth with Java-Using mingled blood named Yunda, saw those cultural
indoctrination symptoms as a way of subject consciousness intensification to return young
generation’s sense of belonging as cultural heir. Their involvement and active participation are
demanded to form and turn the cultural track by today’s taste. Using Youth struggled on cultural
problem which take for granted also the cultural that lose its zest and its historical root. This kind of
cultural which is assumed as representative by elite, had been modified by contemporary values
which is more interested young generation and interested many people outside Banyuwangi region.

This culture, precisely placed the youth into spectator mass position merely because they did not
interested on the process and the origin of culture anymore.
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Yunda: “kalau menurutku, sebelum Anas kan Bu Ratna. Bu Ratna basicnya bukan
orang Banyuwangi asli. Dia kan Bali. Walaupun dia Bali... dia ndak bisa koq
bahasa Using.”
Hendra: “Pak Anas kan bukan... Pak Anas, kan dari Blok Agung. Blok Agung kan
bukan Using.”
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“kalau di daerah saya Buk ya, saya kan tinggal di Banyuwangi kota. Menurut saya
tingkat rasa menunjukkan bahwa saya orang suku Using, saya anak Banyuwangi,
yang pertama karena dari pariwisata Banyuwanginya sendiri itu gencar-gencarnya,
Buk. Terus ditunjukkan dengan pertama ya Buk ya, kalau saya lihat dari SMP 1
Banyuwangi kota itu setiap hari Jumat, setiap hari Sabtu kalau ndak hari Jumat itu
dia memakai kaos yang tulisannya “I Love Banyuwangi”. Jadi semua, baik siswa
maupun gurunya itu pake itu Buk. Kalau di SMA 1 Giri, SMA saya itu dia ada seperti
acara, disana ada yang namanya pak Suhalik buk, itu seperti peneliti, guru, orang
yang me...apa ya...sangat budayawan... ya budayawan sekali tentang Banyuwangi itu.
Jadi ngangkat Banyuwanginya itu yo bersamaan dengan siswa-siswanya. Jadi
siswanya itu ikut tergerak gitu buk. Terus di kota itu juga..ehh...karena adanya wi-fi,
di Banyuwangi itu kan ada program wi-fi id school, itu Buk... Terus kayak anak-anak
Banyuwangi yang di kota sering ikut-ikut event yang utamanya mengangkat budaya
Banyuwangi kayak BEC juga itu Buk, kan makin banyak anak-anak itu yang ikut.
Terus dari Sewu Gandrung. Jadi mungkin dari kemenarikan pengangkatan budaya
yang merangkul dari generasi mudanya itu, jadi kepala satu ketemu kepala dua
ketemu kepala banyak-banyak, jadinya mereka itu apa ya aktif gitu. Aktif untuk
mengangkat budaya Banyuwangi...” (Yunda)
(if in my area, Mam, I live in the city in Banyuwangi. In my opinion the level of taste
which show that I am an Using ethnic, I am Banyuwangi’s youth, first because of
Banyuwangi tourism which incessant. Then it showed with, for the first, if I saw from
SMP 1 Banyuwangi city, every Friday or Saturday, they wore t-shirt with I Love
Banyuwangi” text. So, all of students and teachers wore it. In SMA 1 Giri, there is Mr.
Suhalik, he is like a researcher, teacher, man who….really…cultural…very cultural
about Banyuwangi. So, he lifted Banyuwangi with his students. So, the students are
also moved. Then I the city also…because there is wi-fi… Later…Banyuwangi’s youth
often followed events which lifted Banyuwangi culture, for example BEC. Then, Sewu
Gandrung. So, possibly from those interesting cultural promotion that embraced
young generation, they become, what is… active. Active to promote Banyuwangi’s
culture…” (Yunda)
At this point, cultural fate is determined by the winner of the battle in cultural articulation
space, the mass, young generation or elite. Who is elite? The cultural heirs who ought to place high
position or prestige in social system and structure eventually become mass which is positioned as
worker that in other word called the guardian. Meanwhile, elite which is assumed as cultural
supporter take a distance in cultural formation and historicity because they are outside the bloodline
or descendent. Therefore, problem emerges which have to be faced when refer to elite position as
one who determine and guard the culture. Who is and how elite work in determining the dominant
and representative culture as determinant? As beginning position, youth saw from bloodline or
descendant to place elite position as take a distance with culture. The justification is seen from this
Banyuwangi youth conversation about local governmental elite and his cultural preference.

Yunda: “tapi dia...”
Hendra: “bisa Using?”
Yunda: “bisa walaupun ndak se-medhok atau se-ndeles itu”.
(Yunda:”in my opinion, before Anas is Ratna. Her basic is not authentic
Banyuwangi’s people. She is a Balinese. Eventhough she is a Balinese… she
cannot speak Using language.”
Hendra: “Anas is not… Anas from Blok Agung. Blok Agung is not Using.
Yunda: “But he…”
Hendra: “can speak Using?”
Yunda: “he can, eventhough does not fluent as original Using.”)
In this context, cultural system which is formed by elite keep Banyuwangi youth away from
Using cultural root and historicity. In another side, youth articulation space becomes more
complicated with the presence of adaptive cultural commodification. The Origin which is arranged
through subalternity root and postcolonial networking culminate on how cultural identity concept is
formed into mode of production that is lived and on how cultural rituality become part which
embedded to subject presence. Using discursively refer to how ethnic locality lived in territory which
is called Banyuwangi. Using concept with its mode of production which based on the agrarian24
made it become a region that appeared as compete for and ended into the using which refer into
entities categorization which happened traumatically25. In another side, Using become part of entities
which is developed into culture that is articulated by elite and the mass.
Mass is assigned to cover, document, and interview the cultural agents. And in minutes,
cultural artefacts assignment is finished, the depth and how cultural complexity are vanished when it
is detached in technological network. The detachment is possible to position cultural articulation into
local entity movement to national and global. Cultural articulation celebration which is spaced in
technological network also is followed by Using cultural spreading and Banyuwangian that create a
local identity pride. Nevertheless, it remains question about how elite able to form local pride when
mass subjectivity is kept away from their culture? Then, whether this pride becomes part of
confirmation of subaltern stifling?
Closing: Problematise Locality (Re) Teritoriality
Contemporary which discursively work between original character and mingled, new and
authentic become locality problem that particularly is vanished primarily by everyday life which is
covered by locality euphoria and is appeared by mass stifling. The presence of mass that is formed
by mode of production, especially in the presence and tradition transformation, specifically formed
the mass that is only discussed as strengthen cultural authenticity. From the mass, elitist cultural
articulation wishes for the mass to be arranged structural-hierarchically, through the original and
spiritual strength in locality. Different mass formation and is differed socio-culturally have
consequence on how the mass is appeared as something watched, from those the mass enjoyed and
also took distance with cultural which is performed by elite.
Mass that stated and voiced itself as lover tradition and Using language in contemporary
space is formed passively. Particularly when the mass is faced to culture which is directed become
massive and populis. This paradox is shaped when art categorization as rotten to cultural rituality
24
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and spirituality, transform by existing the sacred permanent but also present it as massive and
integrated to mass that specifically is framed with market force. This is mean to create empower art
authenticity without placed it in reproductive network, it only create art as populis and massive
which depend on market taste and will keep away the mass from cultural-spiritual rituality that
become basis of mode of production.
Market become important dimension when places cultural articulation where its presence
move quickly by new and recur attraction. What today accepted by market become different and
being created differently for each others. The acceptance no longer related to esthetical but become
problem which is rooted in appearance as massively and populis. Local cultural articulation
acceleration and spreading no longer trapped by boundary problems which political-economically
thresholds the material. The existence of material formation is exploded through digital information
exchanges. Youth is formed become documenter who routinely is arranged through curricula and
extra-curricular, remains narcissistic will to voice and form artificial world from the material.ch is
appearedilannya dibentuk secara masif populis.
The appearance of youth documentation is accompanied by pride formation of their local
cultural presence become part of cultural transformation by elite work. Cultural commodification
problem become complex when the show is imagined along with the creation of capital structure
standardization. Mode of production capitalization with mass cultural articulation become problem
on how the mass is reached becomes part which is represented by elite to strengthen elite position. It
means that elite existence remains space for the youth to strengthen themselves through cultural
articulation scheme from the elite.

